is of growing interest within the academic world. However, during the first phase of the EleGI project, a noticable fact has been the difficulty to match the user needs with the potentiality of the GRID services.
INTRODUCTION

Motivations
Looking back at the evolution of the internet technologies for the last two decades, there is a clear evidence of their strong impact on the way people interact and develop intellectual work. Today, even formal methods of learning are directly impacted by the evolution of tools such as the web, emails or instant messaging. In a technology pushed situation like this one, it is necessary to constantly explore innovative solutions by introducing more of the human dimension in the process. Unfortunately, the evidence is that there is still a lack of adequation between the existing tools and the methods of collaboration for non -computer litterate people. This might be one of the reason that explain the increasing interest in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) within the academic world [CSCL].
CSCL within the EleGI project
CSCL is a broadly investigated area within the EleGI project. One of the EleGI objective of particular interest in the present article, is the definition of a Grid based architecture for Collaborative Learning. This is the chance for Grid as a newly introduced technology for CSCL to be investigated in the angle of human centered approach. The EleGI project proposes such kind of orientations with the called Open Grid Human Service Architecture (OGHSA) [GOU03] a derivative of the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) specifications [FOS02] . At this stage, the project has identified some characteristics of CSCL, in particular within Virtual Communities (VC) [D13] . VC has been introduced in 1993 [RH93] and was defined as follow:
Vir t ual com m u n i t ies can be concep t ualized as social aggregat ions t hat emer ge f ro m t he Net w hen enoug h people car ry on t h ose p ub lic d iscussions lo ng eno ug h, w i t h su f f icien t hu man feeling, t o f o r m webs o f perso nal relationshi ps in cyber.
Collaborative learning differs from individual learning in the way that it enhances the social aspects involved in the learning process and brings positive results such as deeper understanding of content, increased overall achievement, improved self -esteem, and improved team work via group conflicts resolution. CSCL is a solution to boost group activities by eliminating the space and time constrains. Group of learners can be dispersed in various geographical areas thanks to new technologies (i.e. networks and computers). This also adds an exciting dimension to CSCL. In addition, time is not a constraint anymore, as long as instant interaction is not needed. Members may attend to learning activities at any time, hence dismissing the need of co -presence. These anywhere -anytime characteristics enables a shift from real time group learning to asynchronous distributed learning activities, and justifies the need of VC management.
In t he con text of Grid, we p r o p o s e t he d efinition of a VC as a collection human or artificial agents playing a variety of roles.
Elicitating Grid Services for CSCL
In order to determine how Grid Services may improve CSCL techniques, this article will first sketch out the major characteristics of Grid , and then proposes to walk, through a fictive scenario, the path from the idea of creating a new VC until the concretisation of this objective.
TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Let us now review briefly the migration from usual collaborative tools (web, email) to GS , in order to understand the novative aspects of the Grid for CSCL .
Grid at glance
A complete state of the art of Grid is out of the scope of the present paper, however we firstly must remind our reader the definition of some of the commonly used terminology as specified in the OGSA specifications [FOS02] . Web Service (WS) define methods for accessing software components, and enable the identification of relevant service providers. Grid Service (GS) is an extension of WS that support service state. The extended capabilities of GS include transient services and service notification. A persistent Grid service (2) started by an out -of -band mechanism like the initialisation of a GS container (1). A GS handle is used by the clients to access to the service (3). A service factory is a particular persistant service (4). The factory is invocated by clients to launch service instances (5). Clients may access to the service during its lifetime (6). Transient service end -of -life is determined implicitely or by a soft -state (7).
X.509 certificate is a standard used for the mutual authentication mechanism of the Grid security infrastructure. Figure 1 , explains how transient services are made possible in GS with the use of the factory instance model. The factory is the place that produces instances of services (persistent or transient). A factory can be seen itself as a persistent service. An instance is a stateful and autonomous process in charge to perform the service in a container, that is is an element of virtualisation of GRID ressouces which provide means to operate services (e.g processing, database, file system, etc.) like a hosting environment. A persistent service can be created with out -of -band mechanisms (e.g. just after the initialisation of the container) and with no limitec lifetime, whereas a transient service is Created by a factory on request from a client for a limited lifetime or destoyed explicitely. GS are retrieved with their handle, the GSH. A registry provides the GSH of a list of factories. An analogy could be made with the yellow pages.
From System-Oriented to Service-Oriented Architectures
The Client -Server model is the most popular System -Oriented architecture.
As described on figure 2, in this architecture the client invoke services from a server via a protocol. In this example the server is an autonomous host with its own IP address or a fi xed domain names (host.domain). An http service can be provided by this server to a group of clients. When accessing to these services, the clients will have to connect to this particular server. State can be managed for collaborative services in a system -oriented architecture using ad -hoc protocols. An example is the Jabber protocol which widely used in instant messaging tools [EKD03] . However, since all these services are strongly linked with the physical address of this server, the systemoriented architecture gives no chance for service ubiquity.; in our understanding, service ubiquity is implemented when the service function is fully decoupled from the physical ressources allocated to perform this service. For this reason the Service -Oriented Architecture (SOA) is based on the principle of service virtualisation. In another hand an ad hoc protocol like Jabber can manage state, therefore aclient can use a collaborative service such as instant messaging.
From Web Services (WS) to Grid Services (GS)
Figure 3:
The logical path from the initial wish I want to set a VC towards the technical choice to realise this objective.
A fictive scenario presents a situation ex -nihilo and put the emphasis on the bootstap (i.e. the really first steps). An interesting comparison is to analyse this scenario firstly in a context using traditional techniques (system oriented architecture and Web Services), then secondly using a service oriented architecture offered by the Grid Services.
THE SCENARIO
Decription of the scenario: Prof. Marcus and his Virtual Centre of Excellence (VCE)
Let us consider a typical scenario inspired from the situation of one of the five EleGI's Service Elicitation and Exploration Scenarios called ENCORE. This scenario aims to gather a community of chemists who intend to construct an encyclopedia of organic chemistry. Obviousely, Prof. Marcus wish to gather most of the world famous experts in organic chemistry. Today, he may already have a network of known people that can be contacted by email. Alternatively, he could type some keywords in a search engine, to extend its own list of potential candidates and eventually contact them. Their requirement will not be detailed here. Instead, the scenario of this paper is a simplification of this, in order to focus on the bootstrap. Suppose that a famous scientist, Prof. Marcus, wishes to set a Virtual Centre of Excellence (VCE) in organic chemistry. In fact, a typical path of questions is described in figure 3 . Figure 4 , illustrate that amongs the three different possibilies A, B and C, the only one that offers autonomy, service state and service ubiquity is the SOA approach using GS. Prof. Marcus has some rudiment in using usual internet tools, like email and web browser, but he has no intention, nor time to acquire IT (information Technology) expertise. Lets imagine now that the VCE is set and that these experts agree to publish a review of all their research in an electronic form. They aim to publish in the web but this could be a completely different medium (CD ROM, etc.).
Prof. Marcus using traditional techniques
Prof. Marcus has in first place to deal with VC Management : he has to imagine the rules for the life of the community, like, for example: "rule 1: in order to extend the circle of relation, every known person can welcome new members in the community of experts". And in the same time, he has to manage the evolving group, for instance through a mailing list. Then, every expert needs a secure environment to provide contribution. The security must include here mechanisms for reading and writing access, such as authentication, privacy and integrity. Prof Marcus has to choose /develop a tool for authentification and to manage the diffusion of the proper rights to the proper people ; which roughly corresponds to the skill needed for being a WebMaster. In a third place, when the working space has been set, an even more tedious task is tidying -up ideas coming from different sources. As ideas will obvisousely evolve and some may diverge whereas other will converge, here comes the necessity for consensus. A natural way to see it is to consider the initiator of this community to act as a mediator who will arbitrate when positions are too contradictive. In the case of scientific collaboration, this conversational process has to happen in a synchronous mode, therefore Prof. Marcus will have to choose and manage an Instant Messaging system, and to broadcast the instructions for downloading it and subscribing to it to the evolving VCE. In a fourth place, Prof. Marcus will have to settle for his community a consensual space where the synthesis that has been agreed upon and that can later be used as a reference can be stored in the form of stabilised documents. Once again, Prof. Marcus will have to choose an editing tool, and to manage it (broadcast the instructions for downloading the software /subscribing to the tool, care about protection / publishing of the content, manage the collaborative edition of documents). In a fifth place, the need of graphical communication might apear. Figure 5 gives a global overview of the early stages Prof. Marcus has to go through in order to start his VCE.
Prof. Marcus in a GRID bootstapping scenario
To start with, Prof. Marcus can simply use a web browser, assuming he knows the URL of a GS marketplace (1). From a list of services, A, B, C ... he chooses the service B dedicated to provide X.509 certificates and which does not require itself a certificate (2). Service B is dedicated to provide X.509 certificates. From the service B factory location he may then request a certificate (3). Then he goes back to the GS marketplace to select another service (4). Service C is dedicated to provide a GS container, an environment in which Prof. Marcus may run his own instances of GS. Here, he has to authenticate himself by showing his certificate. Service C returns a unique identifier GS Handle (5) called GSH_1.
With GSH_1, Prof. Marcus may locate his newly created service instance (6). A Grid Service contained is created. A container consits of Grid resources reservations to perform other GS. At this stage he may select other services within the registry that he will find useful for the VC (7). He will select Service A, that is an instant messaging service and request a new instance of this service (8). Here he will provide the handle of his container, GSH_1, then the service factory A will create a new instance of service A in the container with an handle GSH_2.Prof. Marcus may now select his running Instant messaging service from his service container (9) and access to the user interface of this service (10). Then, he can begin to invite other chemists to become members of his VC and use the services from the container (11). To do so, he may supply a signed proxy X.509 certificate to the chemist Prof. Edward and provide the link to GSH_1. Prof. Edward can access to GSH_1 in (9) and with his own certificate, he can open another user interface of the Instant messaging service. At this stage, Prof. Edward would see Prof.
Marcus and himself in the roster. Finally, concerning the other services progressively elicitated by the VCE, Prof. Marcus will just have to follow the same procedure, which means that he will have the responsibility to choose services according to their ability ta satisfy his needs, and to declare them as GSH-x associated to GSH-1, WITHOUT having to manage them any further ! The only "useful access information " for an average community member remaining GSH-1. 
Remarks from this scenario
This scenario has been depicted in a very simplified way. In we should enter the details, we woukd become even more convinced that such a scenario would not be feasible without the service ubiquity and service state capability of GS.
• Security for enhancing ubiquity: Mechanism of security using the X.509 certificate allows the creation of a trust that is necessary to settle confidence within a VC (ressources and people are distributed in various organisations). Access rights are granted from Prof. Marcus to Prof. Edward using a poweful Grid security mechanism for delegation called the proxy certificate. • Shared services require state management: All protocol transactions between users and Grid are performed with only the need of a web browser via http. A collaborative service could not be envisaged in this way without the management of service state.
CONCLUSION
After having explained the growing interest for CSCL, we have briefly sketched out the main characteristics of Grid, and then produced a mock -up explaining in the context of the initialization of a Scientific collaboration, how Grid could play the decisive role of enabling technology. We are not pretending here to have solved all the dif ficulties to be encountered by Prof. Marcus; the interactive construction of Scientific Knowledge still remains a very ambitious and demanding enterprise. But we have come to the point where we can outline two important arguments:
• The first one is that Grid services architecture will free Prof. Marcus from all the technical problems: he does not need any longer to be an expert in system -oriented aspects, nor to have the availability and skills of a WebMaster.
• The second one is related to the use of standardized Communication and Information Management services. Such services, for instance "Instant Messaging" substitute their own conversation settings to "real face to face" collaboration, and therefore embed collaboration protocols, among which the turn -taking rule which can takes various implementations depending on the type of collaboration. Our own experience is that the constraints inherent to those collaboration protocols, far from being an obstacle to collaboration, are a very powerful enabler. Moreover standardized Communication services will often provide record of the conversations in a properly managed way, and therefore will help and bridge the gap between instant informal collaboration and knowledge structuration and capitalization. We strongly believe that Grid services are to become a very powerful mediator of human collaboration.
